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CATCH
Game Show 

Episode Length: 60 Mins.
Production: Darset Productions & Armoza Formats

CATCH YOUR OPPONENT. CATCH THE ANSWER. CATCH THE MONEY



CATCH
Game Show Format

Catch the answer... Catch your opponent... Catch the money!

Get ready for a game show like never seen before! Catch sees a new kind of trivia gameplay with head to head 
battles where you don't say the answers... you literally catch them!

Winner of the 2012 FORMAGINATION format competition, Catch revolves around a huge innovative ‘touch-screen’ 
LED �oor that reacts to the contestants’ steps, allowing for some unique gameplay.  

The Game
At the start of every episode the host introduces 5 contestants who are all eager to win. The contestants are spread 
evenly around the show’s big square game track. 

Round 1
In round one the contestants are one by one given a word-search question and must catch the answer as quickly 
as possible. The fastest contestant catches the answer, jumps forward on the game board towards their 
opponent and instantly eliminates him from the game! But beware: an incorrect answer means stepping back a 
square, increasing the chance of being caught! 

Semi-Finals
The remaining 2 players go head-to-head on a never seen before ‘step screen’ LED game board. Now it’s all about 
collecting money! The players must literally jump on the letters to catch the answer, and then jump on the 
Money Square to claim the money. The �rst one to win 3 rounds moves to the thrilling �nal round.

Finals
The contestant now faces an even bigger letter grid that contains many answers to a one-question theme – such 
as European Capitals or International leaders. For the �rst time on TV, the winner can try and double the money 
he won in the previous round with EVERY answer he �nds within 60 seconds. But beware, decide to continue and 
miss the answer - it’s GAME OVER and you are left with nothing!

Catch: the catchiest game show on television!


